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I had the exact same issue. I was unable to start the game
(every version of steam_api.dll worked fine before the latest).

I then deleted all the files in my steamapps folder (plus
backup), recreated the folders, and reinstalled steam. I now
have an option for 'Create Steam Cloud account', I used this

option on the 'Welcome' screen. It then seems to have
worked, as the game now opens. But I can't actually play the
game, as when I go to select it in the 'Games list' it is greyed

out as 'Incompatible with this version of Steam'. Any help
would be appreciated, otherwise I will be forced to uninstall

again. I've had the same problem and I've tried all of the
commands you have given and you have not worked for me.

I'm running Windows 10, Steam version is 0.49 and I have
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uninstalled my.dlls and reinstalled steam to no avail. The
game wont even open. Tried downloading all the files,

reinstalling steam, re-installing ALiEN, the whole shebang.
Nothing works. Embarrassingly, was running once one of my

Alien 3 ports, but I can't find the mod's files on the disk
anymore, it was from the thread here on GOG forums, I've

downloaded it sometime last year and used it until it started
acting strange. Run as fast as possible and you will never die

in Alien vs Predator 3 (even before the internet was
invented!). Super insane... Interesting mod, thanks for

sharing. Unfortunately Alien 3 port takes a lot of memory and
I can't run it on my machine anymore (enough memory for
original game (about 2GB) isn't available). But I would still

like to try it and maybe install it again on my other computer
(tho there is no way for me to find the originals files, they

were lost when I backed up the drive).
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Have tried multiple things, but none worked. I used the
"Steam_api.dll" I had on my desktop, just installed it and

copied it to SteamApps/common. Also, tried moving the copy
to Steam/steamapps/common and to

Steam/steamapps/common/Alien vs Predator 3. These aren't
listed as mods, however, this file is a critical one for this
game. About an hour ago i had it working just fine, only

problem i had was my internet connection was really slow i
couldn't play online or watch videos but everything worked
fine except when i closed the game it didn't automatically
restart, so when i open the game it's slow but when i play

everything is fine i have no complaints from this one, i also
had a problem when i tried to update it to the latest version
of alien and predator because of a fx2 error after you close
the game it restarts..but it's fixed now and i can play all day
long Installed and set up proton and TF2, when i press play

the game starts but after that the player HUD icons and
other stuff disappears, then after a couple of seconds the

game closes and I get the message
steam://rungameid/3060246/0/1080×720. No matter if I try
to run the game in windowed or fullscreen mode and if i try
to use the bluetooth controller I get the same result. Tried

other games and the issue doesn't happen. Anyone got any
ideas? My Windows is 64-bit and Steam is 32-bit. I have used
this workaround http://b.noobsteve.net/steam-api-dll-works-

with-wine-64-bit/ https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Wine64
(to downgrade wine to 1.4, then rebuild wine from source,

that is, then re-copy winetricks 32-bit)
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2017-08-23T02:52:23.000000Z 100.121.27.162 You have

been redirected to our help center.
2017-08-23T02:52:24.000000Z 100.121.27.162 You are

using the wrong version of Wine. The current Wine version is
1.4.2 and the latest version of 3DFX 2.0 Wine is 1.5.18.
Please use the latest version of Wine from our software
center. 2017-08-23T03:32:26.000000Z 100.121.27.162

Share this post 2017-08-23T03:32:26.000000Z
100.121.27.162 Comment on Alien vs Predator 3 Steam

API.DLL. 2017-08-23T03:32:26.000000Z 100.121.27.162 The
problem is that Alien vs Predator 3 supports only the built-in

controllers, but none of those work on Linux due to not
having the right drivers. If you follow these instructions http:/
/tux66.com/installing-full-dual-usb-controller-support-in-linux-
ubuntu-14-04-x86_64/ , then you should be able to have dual

controllers available. 2017-08-23T03:32:26.000000Z
100.121.27.162 Share this post

2017-08-23T03:32:26.000000Z 100.121.27.162 Comment on
Alien vs Predator 3 Steam API.DLL.

2017-08-23T03:32:26.000000Z 100.121.27.162 Hello Chirag,
Alien vs Predator 3 Steam API.DLL is just the library that wine

needs to open games (very similar to WoWAPI.DLL).
Unfortunately the game fails because it relies on USB
controllers. I'm currently trying to find out what the

difference is between Proton and Steam and then look for a
fix. 2017-08-23T03:32:26.000000Z 100.121.27.162 Share
this post 2017-08-23T03:32:26.000000Z 100.121.27.162

Comment on Alien vs Predator 3 Steam API.DLL.
2017-08-23T03:32:26.000000Z 100.121.27.162 it is not

about open ports or games, it is about virtual machines and
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OS but as you know we don't have enough experience about
them to create a port or virtual machine for them.
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